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Portland General Electric Company (“PGE” or the “Company”) hereby submits its
Phase II Opening Brief in this proceeding.
I.

Introduction
Phase II of this docket focuses primarily on the contracting and negotiating parameters

for nonstandard Qualifying Facility (“QF”) contracts. The importance of the Commission’s
policies and potential rules governing required power purchases under the Public Utility
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (“PURPA”) ultimately is an issue of the commitments made by,
and utilities’ reliance upon, large QFs as a part of the supply portfolio for utility customers.
The various issues and details addressed in this Phase II distill down to the degree to
which QFs contribute an economic source of generation to the utility’s supply portfolio over
time. The Public Utility Commission of Oregon (“OPUC” or “Commission”) must adopt
policies that clearly require QFs and utilities to engage in a thorough assessment of a project’s
supply commitments in order to develop an appropriate price structure based on avoided costs
for the specific QF.
Because the Commission will be making important policy decisions, it is important to
outline the legal requirements that provide the foundation for these decisions. As PGE has stated
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in prior briefing, PURPA was enacted in 1978 to “combat the nationwide energy crisis”1 and
reduce U.S. reliance on foreign energy supplies. To promote these objectives, PURPA aimed to
develop cogeneration and small power production facilities as alternative energy sources to large
traditional fossil fuel facilities.2 As the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”)
explains, “[w]ith PURPA, Congress was seeking to diversify the Nation's generation fuel mix
and promote more efficient use of fossil fuels when they were used for generation by
encouraging renewable technologies and cogeneration, in order to cushion against further price
shock and reduce dependence on fossil fuels. In promoting greater fuel diversity, however,
Congress was not asking utilities and utility ratepayers to pay more than they otherwise would
have paid for power.”3
The intent of PURPA is to encourage QF development. That purpose is largely carried
out by providing QFs with a mandated or obligated buyer for their power. However, that
purpose legally must be carried out in the context of avoided costs. 18 C.F.R. §§292.303-.304
(2004). These regulations define “avoided costs” as: “[t]he incremental costs to an electric
utility of electric energy or capacity or both which, but for the purchase from the qualifying
facility or qualifying facilities, such utility would generate or purchase from another source.”
18 C.F.R. § 292.101(6). FERC has ruled that requiring payments to QFs that are higher than
avoided cost to support a policy goal is illegal. See 18 CFR 292.204(a)(2); In the matters of
Southern California Edison Company and San Diego Gas & Electric Company, Docket Nos.
EL95-16-001, 71 FERC 61,269, 1995 WL 327268 (F.E.R.C.) at 9.

1
2
3

Fed. Energy Regulatory Comm’n v. Mississippi, 456 U.S. 742, 745 (1982).
FERC v. Mississippi, 456 U.S. at 750.
In the matters of Southern California Edison Company and San Diego Gas & Electric Company, Docket Nos.
EL95-16-001, EL95-19-001, 71 FERC P 61,269, 1995 WL 327268 (F.E.R.C.).
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In this context, with respect to nonstandard contracts, we believe that there are policies
that must be universally accepted by the parties:
1. Nonstandard QF contracts should be nondiscriminatory and commercially
reasonable with standard business practice terms and conditions consistent with
the utility resource plans and with industry standards for power purchases.
2. The QF industry and QF power sales should be promoted within the context of
PURPA; as QF purchases are mandatory, utilities and their customers should not
be harmed by such purchases.
In order to promote these policies, we ask this Commission to preserve the greatest
possible flexibility for parties negotiating nonstandard QF contracts for facilities greater than
10 MW.
II.

Development of Negotiation Parameters and Guidelines For Nonstandard QF
Contracts (Issue 1).
PURPA regulations allow avoided cost purchase rates to be standardized or individually

negotiated. See 18 C.F.R. 292.304. This phase of the docket concerns QFs that this Commission
has decided should receive such individually negotiated or “nonstandard” contracts. OPUC
Order No. 05-584, May 13, 2005, at 17. For nonstandard contracts, PURPA rules provide that
characteristics of QF facilities, such as a facility’s dispatchability, should be taken into account
to the extent practicable. 18 C.F. R. 292.304(c)(3)(i), 292.304(e)(2) (providing the list of “FERC
adjustment factors”).4
The specific framework for the nonstandard QF contract includes issues relating to risks,
commitments, and adjustments for supply considerations as laid out in the FERC adjustment
factors. The consistent application of these factors is the key to supporting economic,

4

Likewise, and although inapplicable to PGE and Pacificorp under OAR 860-029-0001, the Commission rules
for state PURPA emphasize this concept. OAR 860-29-005(3)(d) explains that actual avoided costs “will
depend on the quality and quantity of power to be delivered to a utility” and “may be recalculated to reflect
stream flows, generating unit availability, loads, seasons, and other conditions.”
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nonstandard QF contracts. The challenge for the Commission is to assure both utility customers
and potential QFs that the factors are relevant and are applied in a consistent manner that benefits
both the QF and the utility customers.
This docket reinforces the concept that QFs have unique power supply characteristics. In
particular, when comparing different technologies, QFs are likely to be substantially different
from each other. The value of utilizing the FERC-mandated adjustment factors for setting
avoided cost prices is that the unique differences in the supply characteristics and the QF’s
commitments to deliver power (including term, creditworthiness, etc.) are recognized and must
be accommodated by the purchasing utility. However, a utility should not be required to pay the
same price for power supplied under differing conditions resulting from a QF’s particular
characteristics. PGE strongly supports nonstandard QF contract development that considers the
specific QF requirements against the backdrop of the utility’s potential avoided resources. Since
QFs have the potential to produce a diverse range of power supply products, QF contracts should
incorporate the flexibility to account for this diversity.
Several parties, however, are seeking to define exactly how each of the listed factors for
consideration should be systematically applied to “negotiated” nonstandard contracts. For
example, Weyerhaeuser-ICNU suggests that this Commission should adopt guidelines that will
be a “complete and comprehensive set of terms as the basis of negotiations.” WeyerhaeuserICNU/300 Beach/11. See also Staff/1800 Schwartz/8-16.5

5

Staff also suggests that the Edison Electric Institute (“EEI”) Master Agreement can be a standard for
nonstandard contracts. Staff/1800 Schwartz 8. As PGE discussed in its testimony, we would support using
such contracts as a starting point, but modifying the terms as necessary to reflect each individual QF’s
characteristics. See PGE/500, Kuns-Sims/3 (“We agree that the EEI Master Agreement may be helpful as a
guide, but when the QF is proposing to deliver power with commitments different than the standard wholesale
power products offered under an EEI Master Agreement (such as a fixed quantity of power delivered over a set
period of time with standard credit requirements and damages provisions), the pricing and contractual template
will need to be adjusted to reflect the specific QF project characteristics.”).
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Strictly defining parameters and guidelines for nonstandard contracts (beyond those
parameters and guidelines as set forth in the FERC rules) in effect makes these contracts
standardized, and not negotiated. The purpose behind standardization is to assist small
unsophisticated QFs with perceived barriers to negotiation (transaction costs, bargaining
disparity, knowledge of power marketing, etc.). See Order 05-584 at 16.6 The rationale is that
by offering standard contracts and pricing, a small QF will be able to avoid transaction costs and
other perceived barriers to negotiating a power purchase agreement, and will also obtain enough
up-front certainty (especially from a fixed pricing option) to be able to finance its small and
potentially risky project.
The tradeoff, however, with standardizing these QF contracts is that there is a significant
risk that over time a QF will be paid higher than a utility’s avoided cost—to the detriment of
PGE and its customers. This Commission spent a great deal of time weighing these competing
interests in determining what size of QF faced such potential barriers and needed the extra help
potentially provided by a standardized contract. See Order 05-584 at 12-17. In Phase I of this
docket, the Commission determined that 10 MW was the appropriate threshold. Presumably, the
Commission considered that with up to 10 MW QFs, the risk of overpayment was either minimal
or outweighed by the policy considerations concerning removal of perceived barriers to QFs.

6

Specifically, that order states “We continue to adhere to the policy, as articulated in Order No. 91-1605, that
standard contract rates, terms and conditions are intended to be used as a means to remove transaction costs
associated with QF contract negotiation, when such costs act as a market barrier to QF development. Standard
contracts are designed to eliminate negotiations and to thereby remove transaction costs. In implementing
PURPA, FERC recognized that some QF projects would be too small and have projected revenues too minimal
to justify investing the upfront costs necessary to engage an attorney on an hourly basis to negotiate a QF power
purchase contract. Classifying these costs as ‘transaction costs,’ FERC determined that it was appropriate to
eliminate transaction costs for a defined class of very small QFs. Consequently, FERC mandated that QF
projects sized at 100 kW or smaller would be eligible for standard contracts. FERC discerned, however, that
experience might demonstrate that this threshold was insufficient and delegated authority to state commissions
to increase it. As individual states have gained greater familiarity with QF projects, many states have increased
the minimal threshold. This Commission has done so in the past and is asked to do so again in this proceeding.”
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However, due to the risk of overpayment imposed on utilities and their customers, large
QFs (greater than 10 MW plants) should not receive standardized contracts.7 In addition, plants
over 10 MW do not face the same perceived barriers as smaller facilities. These larger QFs will
cost millions of dollars to construct. With such substantial dollars at risk, these project
developers must have a sophisticated understanding of electrical generation facilities and of their
economics in order to participate in such ventures.8 Except for their ability to mandate power
purchases at avoided cost by a utility, these large QFs should be treated consistently with
industry standards and required to negotiate like any other independent power producer trying to
market or sell power. Transaction costs of negotiating a nonstandard power purchase agreement
are likely a very small fraction of the total project cost and not a barrier to these QFs securing a
power purchase agreement with the incumbent utility.
Moreover, removing flexibility for nonstandard contracts is bad for both the QF and the
purchasing utility. As discussed above, flexibility allows the QF and utility to agree upon
pricing and terms in an agreement that reflects the particular QF’s supply characteristics and
commitment to deliver. Such flexibility also allows the QF to choose how to operate their
facility in a manner that best suits their needs. For example, a QF may wish to agree to make a
lesser commitment to coordinate outages, or to make its facility unavailable in the event of an

7

8

PGE previously testified: “For example, if small QF projects with combined output of 10 MWa per year (87.6
million kWh) were to receive a 1 cent/kWh premium above the appropriate adjusted avoided cost rate, the
power purchase cost impact is an additional $876,000 per year in power costs to customers.” PGE/100,
Drennan-Kuns/13.
In Phase I of this docket, PGE testified: “Q. What is the installed cost of a project that would meet your
standard contract size proposal? A. At $1,000 per kW installed capital cost, 2 MW projects may have costs of
about $2 million. Projects at the MW thresholds we propose [5 MW wind; 2 MW all other projects] could
potentially be generating revenues approaching $1 million per year. Any project larger than $2 million installed
cost and taking nearly $1 million per year should have the power purchase price considered with the unique
operating characteristics of the plant. Any developer spending more than $2 million for a project should expect
to negotiate the proper avoided cost to pay for the project to assure the utility customers are held harmless.”
PGE/100, Drennan-Kuns/14.
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emergency (if legally possible), in exchange for a lower adjusted avoided cost payment. If the
negotiation parameters are inflexible, then the contract potentially cannot accommodate the QF’s
wishes.
No party has shown in this proceeding that standardizing nonstandard negotiation
parameters and contract terms for large QFs is necessary. Other than general unsupported
assertions, such as Weyerhaeuser-ICNU’s claim that strictly defined negotiation parameters are
required to overcome “artificial barriers” to QF development or to avoid contract disputes
(Weyerhaeuser-ICNU/304, Beach/3-4), there is absolutely no evidence in the record that
supports the need for such standardization. There is no evidence in the record that large QFs
have been unable to negotiate contracts. There is no evidence that large QF projects have been
undeveloped as a result of the current nonstandard contracting process based on the FERC
adjustment factors. Removing flexibility from the negotiation process is not necessary to protect
QFs from any greater apparent leverage a utility might have when engaging in negotiations.
Again, large QFs are themselves typically sophisticated developers of multi-million dollar
projects. For example, Weyerhaeuser, a participant representing QF interests in this docket, is a
Fortune 500 company.9 Additionally, these QFs have greater protections than regular
independent power producers under PURPA, including the right to influence PURPA policy
through participation in state efforts to implement federal PURPA (such as this docket). There is
also Staff and Commission involvement in the event that the parties are at an impasse, as a QF
has the option to file a complaint pursuant to ORS 756.500. Additionally, PGE recommends that
each nonstandard QF contract be filed and contingent on Commission approval, in order to

9

See http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500/full_list/
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ensure that such contracts are nondiscriminatory and commercially reasonable. PGE/400 KunsSims/12.
The choice that the Commission is faced with is simple: support the development of
economic and efficient large QFs with the current process under federal law, allowing both the
QF and utility to structure appropriate agreements; or, require changes to effectively standardize
nonstandard contracts and pricing, thereby increasing the risk of economic harm to utility
customers and potentially to the QF without credible evidence that such changes are required.
III.

Discussion of Specific Phase II Issues
As required by the Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) in her May 4, 2006 Ruling, PGE

will sequentially address each Phase II issue adopted in this proceeding.
Issue 1.a: Qualifying Facilities larger than 10 MW should be entitled to a contract of no
more than 20 years in length.
Despite our reservations about fixing negotiation parameters for negotiated QF contracts,
PGE is willing to agree to a duration limit for these contracts. Specifically, PGE has stipulated
with other parties that nonstandard contracts should be limited to 20 years in length in order to
balance risks imposed on the utility with a term that may be needed by a QF in order to secure
financing.
Issue 1.b: QF power supply commitments should differentiate between “as available” and
“legally enforceable obligations” for delivery of energy and capacity
As PGE stated in its testimony, a “legally enforceable obligation” is a QF supply that is
provided under “specific contractually enforceable terms” and “is ‘firm’ and known in advance
of delivery and there is recourse if delivery does not occur as committed.” PGE/400 KunsSims/12. Although there may be variations in how firm a particular commitment is, a QF that
agrees to a legally enforceable obligation generally should receive both energy and capacity
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payments, as there is assurance from a capacity standpoint that the energy will be available. A
QF that supplies energy on an “as available” basis should receive energy-only payments largely
based on market pricing at the time of delivery, as there is no commitment to deliver any amount
of energy at any given time.
Issue 1.c: “Firm” and “non-firm” supply commitments should be defined in accordance
with federal law and differentiated through contract default and damages provisions.
Staff provides the definitions of the terms “firm energy” and “non-firm energy” from
OAR 860-029-0010 (13) and (16) respectively. PGE notes that the rule is inapplicable to this
matter. See OAR 860-029-0001. Essentially, the terms “firm” and “non-firm” are the same as
“legally enforceable” and “as available,” and the same rationales with respect to pricing should
apply to those QF supply arrangements characterized under those terms. With respect to default
and damages provisions for firm commitments, it is PGE’s position that such provisions should
be included in nonstandard agreements incorporating a legally enforceable obligation, and that
there should be no caps or limitations on default or damages. If there are default or damage caps,
significant risks are shifted to utility customers or ratepayers, a fact which is recognized by Staff.
See Phase II Hearing Transcript at 111-112 (Feb 2, 2006 Schwartz Cross).10 In order to protect
the utility and its customers and ensure QF compliance with its promises, actual damages should
be available to the utility in the event of a default. This is consistent with Staff’s view. See
Staff/1800 Schwartz/6.

10

Ms. Schwartz testified as follows: “Q. And again it's the same question I asked Mr. Keto, and I know you were
in the room when he was here, what that means is that by imposing the cap you're shifting some of the risk and
cost of the QF default away from the QFs and on to customers; isn't that correct? A That's correct. And I want
to clarify my previous statement in that the risk is certainly absorbed by the utilities. Whether it is passed onto
customers depends on a number of factors. In other words, whether there's a power cost adjustment in place at
the time, or some other kind of mechanism like that. Q. And in the situation where you don't have a power cost
adjustment, it's possible that the utility's shareholders will simply absorb that cost. A. That is possible.”
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With respect to default and damages provisions for non-firm commitments, PGE’s
position is that no such provisions are required to enforce any specific commitment to deliver a
quantified amount of energy. However, there are other potential defaults by a QF supplying “as
available” energy that may result in harm to a utility and its customers. For example, a utility
should be able to find a QF in default, terminate the contract, and obtain damages (if any) in the
event that a QF has lost its status as a QF but has not informed the utility and has continued to
require the utility to purchase its power.
Issue 1.d: Avoided Costs should be adjusted through consideration of the specific FERC
adjustment factors as a package on a case by case basis for each unique QF.
Some parties have sought explanation by PGE of how each FERC adjustment factor may
be formally applied to QFs. See, e.g., ICNU Data Request 7.4. Staff also has provided formulaic
(i.e. standardized) rules for applying these factors. See Staff/1800 Schwartz/9-15.11 PGE
however, has declined to provide specific bright-line rules for applying each FERC adjustment
factor. PGE has not deliberately attempted to be vague, as Weyerhaeuser-ICNU suggests; rather,
we view each QF contract as a collection of terms and conditions that must be evaluated as a
whole package. For example, we do not believe that there is an absolute measurement of how
much the avoided cost of a particular QF should be adjusted if a QF is more or less dispatchable.
And again, a QF may wish to negotiate terms that fit its individual operational preferences, rather
than having the FERC adjustment factors strictly applied.

11

Despite making such statements as “the contract should require the Seller to meet its delivery obligations to the
utility during system emergencies,” or “Many QFs are located at or near customers sites. In these cases, the
utility should reflect in negotiated cost rates the reduction in transmission costs and line losses . . .” (Staff/1800
Schwartz/13-15). Staff also stated with respect to the adjustment factors: “my comments are not intended to
limit the terms and conditions the utilities and QFs can negotiate for PURPA contracts.” Id. at 13. PGE is not
sure how to reconcile these apparent inconsistent statements.
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As discussed above, PGE strongly believes that great flexibility should be allowed in
applying the FERC adjustment factors in the negotiation process for large QF contracts. Our
methodology for establishing an avoided cost-based price for a particular QF will depend on the
characteristics of the project that are related to the particular factors. Obviously, the supply
commitments made by a specific QF are the primary consideration when determining the value
of delivered energy and/or capacity. However, all the FERC adjustment factors must be
evaluated to achieve a complete deal that is nondiscriminatory, commercially reasonable, and
ultimately not harmful to utility customers.
Issue 1.e: Regarding Pacificorp’s Schedule 38 for qualifying facilities larger than 10 MW,
are the procedures for negotiating avoided costs, schedules for negotiations, and the
information to be exchanged with PacifiCorp and the Qualifying Facility reasonable?
PGE has no position on this issue.
Issue 1.f: PGE does not adjust avoided cost calculations for Qualifying Facilities over
10 MW based on factors that have not been approved by the Oregon Public Utility
Commission.
In our response to Weyerhaeuser—ICNU Data Request 7.2, we stated: “PGE considers
the FERC adjustment factors to be sufficient to appropriately adjust the avoided costs for
nonstandard QFs, and has not utilized other factors.” We believe that the FERC list is
comprehensive, and when all factors are considered on a case by case basis for each unique QF,
an appropriate avoided cost price is achieved.
Issue 2: The appropriate amount of default security to be required for nonstandard contracts
in the event of the inability of a QF to establish creditworthiness should not be capped for
large QFs and be determined on a case by case basis.
It is PGE’s position that there should be no arbitrary limitations on creditworthiness
assurances, and that such assurances should be set at commercially reasonable levels
commensurate with the credit risk posed by the particular QF. As discussed in our testimony,
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such risk will be “defined by such factors as [a facility’s] size and the type of supply
commitments the QF is making.” PGE/400 Kuns-Sims/19. The larger the QF facility, the
greater potential impact caused by default on a utility’s resource planning and customer rates.
Idaho Power/300, Gale/8-9. Therefore, appropriate and commercially reasonable amounts of
default security should be available to cover the risk in the event that a large QF is unable to
meet commercially reasonable creditworthiness criteria.
Issue 3.a: How should firm vs. non-firm commitments and integration of intermittent
resources affect the calculation of avoided costs?
PGE notes that integration costs for intermittent resources is an emerging issue that likely
will be addressed in our next Integrated Resource Planning process. We believe such costs can
be addressed through flexible application of the FERC adjustment factors, which is consistent
with Staff’s perspective that such factors provide the basis for consideration of integration costs.
See Staff/1800 Schwartz/22. For large QF projects where integration costs to a utility may be
significant, we must consider impacts over the life of the QF contract. To do otherwise will
disconnect pricing from avoided costs and from utility resource planning.
To undertake prudent and realistic resource planning, we cannot ignore the impact of
both current and future integration costs of intermittent sources such as wind. Staff’s proposal to
set system integration costs based on integrating resources into the existing system, with a five
year limit on cost escalation, simply does not align with prudent future planning for integrating
additional such resources. The impact of these particular large QFs on system costs should be
considered in the avoided cost pricing determination.
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Issue 3.b: Appropriate cost and contract provisions necessary to address purchases from QF
projects that are located outside of PGE’s control area are generally found in PGE’s Out of
Service Area Contract.
Except as otherwise negotiated on a case-by-case basis in the context of the FERC
adjustment factors, the appropriate cost and contract provisions for large nonstandard contract
QFs may be found in PGE’s Out of Service Area Contract, filed as Exhibit 402 in this docket.
Although this agreement is a Standard Contract and only applies to QFs under 10 MW, it
incorporates the necessary terms to accommodate out of control area QFs, including terms
regarding scheduling, transmission and metering arrangements. The intent of this agreement is
that purchases from projects outside PGE’s control area will receive essentially the same terms
as directly interconnected QFs. Of course, because each large QF has unique characteristics, the
FERC adjustment factors will need to be applied in negotiating a nonstandard Out of Service
Area Contract with each particular QF.
Issue 4: A Mechanical Availability Guarantee may be useful in some circumstances, but
should not necessarily be substituted for an actual supply commitment.
A Mechanical Availability Guarantee (“MAG”) may be useful in providing more
certainty to a utility and its customers that a particular facility will have the capability to
generate. This may be especially true with respect to a QF that has very erratic production
patterns. See PGE/400 Kuns-Sims/19. However, by itself, a MAG does not guarantee delivery
(despite inherent incentives for a QF to generate that exist with or without a MAG), and
therefore a QF with only a MAG should not receive the same firm avoided cost pricing as a QF
that negotiates a minimum supply commitment. If a QF wishes to have a MAG rather than a
specific minimum supply requirement, then the avoided cost pricing paid to the particular QF
should be adjusted using the FERC adjustment factors.
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Issue 5.a: Should Pacificorp offer a market pricing option?
PGE has no position on this issue.
Issue 5.b Definition of “Nameplate Capacity” as basis for defining eligibility for standard
contracts and avoided costs rates.
PGE has stipulated to the following definition of nameplate capacity:
The full-load electrical quantities assigned by the designer to a
generator and its prime mover or other piece of electrical
equipment, such as transformers and circuit breakers, under
standardized conditions, expressed in amperes, kilovoltamperes,
kilowatts, volts, or other appropriate units. Usually indicated on a
nameplate attached to the individual machine or device.
Issue 6: There should be no cap on default losses that can be recouped, pursuant to future
QF contract payment reductions.
Mandated damage caps do not allow a utility to recover actual damages caused by a
particular default. Such caps expose utilities and customers to risks due to QF non-performance,
and these risks are magnified as the size of the QF increases. PGE/400 Kuns-Sims/20; See also
Phase II Tr. 111-112. QF developers, not utilities and customers (who have no choice but to
purchase the power) should bear the risk of non-performance.
Issue 7: Commercially reasonable amounts of liability insurance should be acquired by all
QFs.
PGE believes that liability insurance is appropriate no matter the size of the QF. There is
no credible evidence in the record that liability insurance for QFs less than 200 kW is either
costly or difficult to obtain. In fact, testimony by Idaho Power indicates that all QFs in its
jurisdiction, no matter their size, have been able to obtain commercially reasonable amounts of
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liability insurance. Idaho Power/300, Gale/1012. PGE also is unaware of any QFs in its service
territory that have been unable to obtain liability insurance.
Issues 8-9: “simultaneous sale and purchases” and “net output sales”
PGE has stipulated to the following in resolution of these issues:
“surplus sale” is defined as the QF’s sale to the purchasing utility
of the net output of the QF generation minus the QF host’s on-site
electricity requirements. “Simultaneous purchase and sale” means
the QF’s sale to the purchasing utility of the net output of the QF
generation and the purchase of the QF host’s on-site electricity
requirements from the purchasing utility under that utility’s
applicable retail sales tariff. (see Order No. 05-584, p. 53). Under
a “simultaneous purchase and sale” the QF and the purchasing
utility enter into two separate transactions. Nothing in this
settlement agreement limits the ability of a QF to sell any
electricity at wholesale to third parties.
(1) QFs may either contract with the purchasing utility for a
“surplus sale” or for a “simultaneous purchase and sale;” provided,
however, that the QF’s selection of either such contractual
arrangement shall not be inconsistent with any retail tariff
provision of the purchasing utility then in effect or any agreement
between the QF and the purchasing utility;
(2) The two sale/purchase arrangements described in paragraph
(1) will be available to QFs regardless of whether they qualify for
standard contracts and rates or nonstandard contracts and rates,
however the “simultaneous purchase and sale” is not available to
QFs not directly connected to the purchasing utility’s electrical
system;
(3) The negotiation parameters and guidelines should be the same
for both sale/purchase arrangements described in paragraph (1);
and
(4) The avoided cost calculations by the utilities do not require
adjustment solely as a result of the selection of one of the
12

Specifically, the testimony states: “First, it should be stated that the size of a QF facility has nothing to do with
the exposure that a utility has in the case of an electrical contact or other incident in which liability insurance
would come into play. The need for liability insurance is just as serious for a 200 kW facility as it is for a 20
MW facility. That being said, Idaho Power currently has contracts with 11 QFs whose design capacity is 200
kW or less. Each one of those QFs maintains $1,000,000 of liability insurance. There is no indication that these
small QFs are having any difficulty obtaining and paying for liability insurance.”
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sale/purchase arrangements described in paragraph (1), rather than
the other.
Issue 10: Staff should have a role in informal resolution of QF contract disputes, the
Commission should resolve negotiation disputes through its complaint process, and all
nonstandard QF contracts should be filed with the Commission for approval.
An informal Staff role in dispute resolution is appropriate and may help resolve many
disputes before they become formal. Staff has shown in this docket that it is attempting to
balance promotion of QF interests with the potential for harm to a utility and its customers, and
that it has institutional knowledge regarding PURPA that will help it to provide useful guidance
in the nonstandard contract negotiation process. If negotiation disputes cannot be resolved
informally, then QFs may file formal complaints under ORS 756.500.
PGE supports the concept that all nonstandard QF agreements should be filed for
approval with the Commission. By doing so, the Commission can make its own analysis and
confirm that any agreement is nondiscriminatory, commercially reasonable and based on
appropriate avoided costs that result in no utility and customer harm. These are potentially longterm contracts for a large supply that can lead to large impacts on customers.
Issue 11: Competitive bidding may be used to set pricing for Qualifying Facilities if the
utility has recently completed an RFP, or a bidding process is in progress or imminent.
PGE’s position on this issue is that an RFP process may be useful in determining and
calibrating an appropriate price, but should not necessarily be used in all circumstances because
already available avoided cost information may be a reasonable proxy. See PGE/400 Kuns-Sims
14-15. We have not proposed a specific methodology about how to apply market information
acquired through an RFP process, but certainly timely information about resource costs should
inform the development of avoided cost prices. Further, PGE’s view is consistent with Staff’s
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position that prudency requires that the larger the QF, the more imperative that the utility
consider any appropriate RFP information. See Staff/1800, Schwartz/41.
Issue 12: Under the Energy Policy Act of 2005 should an Oregon electric company be
required to enter into a new contract with a QF that is located in the service territory that is
exempt from the mandatory purchase obligation under PURPA?
PGE believes that this issue is a matter concerning federal jurisdiction and is unresolved
at this time. However, a plain reading of the new statutory language in the 2005 Energy Policy
Act suggests that PGE would not be required to purchase from out of service territory QFs to
which the exemption applies.
The new language, in PURPA Section 210 (m)(1), states:
OBLIGATION TO PURCHASE—After the date of enactment of
this subsection, no electric utility [emphasis added] shall be
required to enter into a new contract or obligation to purchase
electric energy from a qualifying cogeneration facility or a
qualifying small power production facility under this section if the
Commission finds that the qualifying cogeneration facility or
qualifying small power production facility has nondiscriminatory
access to . . . .[one of three separate wholesale markets].
This language clearly establishes that the Commission must look at the specific QF to
determine whether it has sufficient access to other wholesale markets and should not be able to
exercise the mandatory purchase and sale authority of PURPA. If a QF meets that test, then “no
electric utility,” including one outside the service territory where the QF resides, is required to
purchase the QF’s generation.
Issue 13: The effect on avoided costs of debt imputation issues resulting from new
accounting rules (or rating agency procedures) should be considered.
At current QF activity levels, this is likely a minor issue for PGE. However, the potential
cumulative and long-term effects of debt imputation may be significant, and the Commission as
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well as QFs and utilities should be aware of the potential impact and consider debt imputation as
an ongoing issue with respect to avoided costs.
Issue 14 Standard Form Off System QF Contracts.
PGE believes that this issue is effectively settled. PGE has included its standard Out of
Service Area Contract as Exhibit 402 to its testimony.
IV.

Conclusion

This UM 1129 docket has examined QF power purchase policy issues at length.
Throughout this docket, PGE’s position has not wavered from the principle that economic QF
development must be supported in the context of appropriate avoided costs. Avoided costs are
the basis under which utilities must develop and negotiate the pricing and related terms and
conditions for nonstandard contracts for large QFs. Nonstandard contracts and pricing should
reflect all the unique characteristics of the QF in order to achieve an economic QF power supply
agreement.
If the avoided cost principle (a requirement of federal law) is not adhered to, utilities and
their customers face the risk of significant financial injury. In this Phase II of the docket,
concerning facilities larger than 10 MW, the stakes are only raised, as a careful and thorough
assessment of the value and costs (such as integration costs) of a QF is critical to minimize the
risk of harm from larger utility purchase obligations. Key to reaching an appropriate avoided
cost for these large QFs is the flexibility under the FERC avoided cost adjustment factors in
capturing the characteristics and supply commitments of each unique QF. We believe, given the
evidence in the record, that the Commission can, and should, conclude that the utilities and large
QFs are able to negotiate and develop on a case by case basis nonstandard power purchase
agreements that reasonably reflect avoided costs. QFs will benefit from flexible nonstandard
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contract negotiation parameters that allow adaptation to a QF’s requirements; utility customers
will benefit from the supply of appropriately priced economic power.
DATED this 7th day of June, 2006.
Respectfully submitted,

/s/ J. RICHARD GEORGE__________________________
J. RICHARD GEORGE, OSB No. 97469
Portland General Electric Company
121 SW Salmon Street, 1WTC1300
Portland, OR 97204
Telephone:
503-464-7611
Fax:
503-464-2200
E-Mail:
richard.george@pgn.com
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